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For a sequence of stochastic differential equations of the type 
X,,(t) = H,,(t)+ I ‘.I.M’,,(.~-_)) dZ,,(.vL ntN, ttw, 0 
where f satisfies a Lipschitz condition, a stability theorem is presented under jointly weak 
convergence ofdriving processes ((H,,, Z,,)),,,,. As a consequence the case of uniform convergence 
of (H,,),,,. and (Z,,),,,, is discussed. 
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1. Introduction 
We consider the sequence of stochastic differential equations (s.d.e.) 
X,(t) = H,,(t)+ 
i 
‘f.(X&-)) dZ,(s), (1) 
0 
telR+, n~ti=Nu{+a}, where (Zn)nt~ is a sequence of semimartingales and A 
f: R + R satisfies the Lipschitz condition i.e. there exists a constant L, L > 0 such that 
If(V)-f(W)l~ Llu-WI, U, WER 
(in the sequel we will write for simplicity that f E II). It is well known by theorems 
of Doleans-Dade [4] or Protter [ 191 that for every n E 6 there exists a unique strong 
solution of the s.d.e. (1). 
The purpose of this paper is to give some sufficient conditions under which 
(X,7)‘,& converges in law (or in probability) to X,. The above problem has been 
discussed earlier by several authors. Emery [5,6] and Protter [20] have proved 
stability of solutions of the s.d.e. (1) using a very strong topology in the space of 
semimartingales. On the other hand, one cannot expect such a stability under only 
the assumption of the convergence of driving processes since it is not satisfied even 
in the deterministic case. Therefore, some additional conditions on a sequence of 
semimartingales (Z,),,, N is indispensable. 
In our paper we assume that a sequence of semimartingales (Z,,)ntN satisfies the 
condition introduced by Stricker in his paper [25] (where the Meyer and Zheng’s 
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[I81 convergence of semimartingales is considered). Under this condition, called 
(U.T.) a functional limit theorem for stochastic integrals has been recently proved 
by Jakubowski, Memin and Pages [12]. 
Our paper contains a stability theorem for solutions of the s.d.e. (1) (Theorem 1, 
Section 2). Let us note that conditions stronger than (U.T.) were discussed in many 
earlier papers, e.g. in Yamada [28,29], where the function f need not satisfy the 
Lipschitz condition, but on the other hand the limit processes X,, H,, 2, have 
continuous trajectories. 
The most interesting application of Theorem 1 seems to be the case of uniform 
convergence of driving processes, which is investigated in Theorem 2 (Section 3.1). 
A similar problem has recently been discussed in Emery [5,6], Protter [20,21] and 
Mackevicius [15, 161. In all these papers a common probability basis (0, 9, 
(F(l)),,,+, P) is assumed (i.e. all processes are adapted to the common filtration 
F), while in our theorem this assumption is dropped. 
Other consequences of Theorem 1 are results for symmetric (Stratonovitch) s.d.e.‘s 
and for their “canonical extension” considered earlier in Wong and Zakai [27], 
Protter [21] and Mackevicius [ 15,161 (Corollary 2, Section 2; Theorem 4, Section 3.3). 
In Section 3.2 we consider a fixed s.d.e. By suitably adjusting Theorem 1, a 
uniform approximation of its strong solution is described (Theorem 3, Section 3.2). 
In fact, our theorem is similar to the earlier ones obtained in Kushner ([ 131 Section 
lo), where, however, only the Wiener process is discussed. 
In this paper we restrict our attention to s.d.e.‘s with respect to one-dimensional 
semimartingales but it is possible to generalize our theorems to the multidimensional 
case. 
Definitions and required results connected with general theory of stochastic 
processes can be found in Dellacherie and Meyer [3], Jacod [8] and in Liptser and 
Shiryayev [ 141. 
We denote by D(Rk), k E N, the space of mappings x, x:R++ Rk which are 
right-continuous and admit left-hand limits for every t >O, with the Skorokhod 
topology J, . It is well known that o(Rk) is metrisable as a Polish space. The results 
concerning the spaces D(lRk) and J, topology are contained in Billingsley [2], Aldous 
[ 11, Jakubowski [ 1 l] and Jacod and Shiryayev [lo] (see also the Appendix, where 
some fundamental 
Every process X 
to satisfy 
X(0) = 0. 
2. Main results 
properties of D(Rk) are considered). 
appearing in the sequel is assumed to be realized in D(Rk) and 
(2) 
Let (a, 9, P) be a complete probability space and let F, = (F’n(t))tER+ be a sequence 
of right-continuous filtrations on (a, 9, P) satisfying the completeness assumption: 
F,(O) contains all null-sets of 9, n EN. Let (Zn)ntN be a sequence of semimartingales 
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adapted to F, on (0, 5, I’). We recall below the definition of the condition (U.T.) 
which is essential for us. 
Definition 1. We say that a sequence of semimartingales (Zn)nrrm satisfies the condi- 
tion (U.T.) if and only if for every t E Rf the family of random variables 
ii 
I 
Y,,(s) dZ,(s): n EN, Y,, E Y,, 
0 I 
is tight in IR. Here Y,, is a class of predictable processes of the form 
Yn(s)= yn,+ 1 Y,;z(ti<sdf,+,) 
i=O 
suchthatO=t,<t,... < tk = t and every Y,,; is F,,(t,) measurable, 1 Y,,l c 1, for every 
iEiVU{O}, ?IEkJ. 
Now we are ready to formulate our main theorem. In the sequel “--+“’ and “-+p” 
respectively denote convergence in law and in probability. 
Theorem 1. Let (Z,T),,im be a sequence of F, adapted semimartingales, and let ( H,,),,N 
be a sequence of F,, adapted processes. Assume that (X,,),,t~ is a sequence of strong 
solutions of the s.d.e. (1) and (Z,,)ntN satisjies the condition ( U. T.). 
(9 If (H,, Z,) --+ (H,, Z,) in D(R’) then 
(X,, H,, Z,,) -+? (Xoc, H,, Z,) in WR’). 
(ii) Zf (H,,,Z,)+!,(H,,Z,) in D(R’) then 
(X,, H,, Z,)-, (X,, H,, Z,) in W@). 
We defer the proof of Theorem 1 to Section 4. 
Our method allows us to obtain a stability theorem for solutions of s.d.e.‘s slightly 
different from the one discussed in Theorem 1. Proofs of the following three 
corollaries are also deferred to Section 4. 
Let (X,)ntti be a sequence of unique strong solutions satisfying the following 
type of s.d.e.: 
X(r) = M,(r)+ ‘fW,Js-11 dMr,(s)+ ‘gW-1) d&(s), 
I I 
(3) 
0 0 
nEti, tElR+, where f, g Ek and (M,),,C~, (&),,N are, respectively, sequences of 
local martingales and processes with bounded variations. 
Corollary 1. Assume that sup,, E sup, \AM,,(t)l <+a and for every t ER’ 
War k(f)ln,~ is tight in R. Then the following implications hold: 
(i) If (H,,, M,,, l&)-t, (H,, M,, B,) in II(@) then 
(X,, H,,, M,,, 4,) -+(/ (Xm, H,, Mm, k) in WQ4). 
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(ii) If (H,,, M,,, B,,)-+,P (H,, M,, IL) in D(L@) then 
(x,,, H,, M,, B,) -=+- CL,, ff,, Ma, &A in D(R4). 
Now, we consider the sequence of s.d.e.‘s of the form 
X,(t) = K(r)+ ‘AX&)) dZ,(s)+ ’ dX(s-1) d[Zl(sL 
I 0 I (4) 0 
nEti, tER+, where f, g E IL and [Z,] denotes a process of quadratic variation of a 
semimartingale Z,, n E R. 
It is observed in Section 3.3 that for a fixed n E m the condition: Z,, has continuous 
trajectories, H, = X~E R, f E C’, , g = cfs’)/2, implies that s.d.e. (4) is equivalent to 
the equation 
X,(l) =x,+(S) ‘f.(XA)) dZ,(s), 
5 0 
t ER+, where (S) jf(X,,(s)) dZ,,(s) d enotes the symmetric (Stratonovitch) stochastic 
integral (for more details see Section 3.3). Hence, similarly to Mackevicius [15,16] 
s.d.e. (4) we can call a “canonical extension” of symmetric (Stratonovitch) s.d.e. 
Corollary 2. Suppose that (Z,),,, and (H,),,Q satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 
1. If (X,,),,N is a sequence of strong solutions of s.d.e. (4) then the implications (i) 
and (ii) of Theorem 1 are fulfilled. 
It is also possible to slightly generalize the above results by using a sequence of 
functions (fn)nEN, fn : LQ+ x [w + R, instead off: We restrict our attention to sequences 
of functions (fn)nE~ satisfying the following condition (L). 
Definition 2. We say that a sequence of functions (fn)nrN, fn : lR+ x R + R satisfies 
the condition (L) if and only if the three conditions below are fulfilled: 
(fn(f,.))n&CL tER+, (5) 
for every w E R, f,( *, w) is left continuous and admits right-hand 
limits, (6) 
for every sequence (x,,)~~~c D(R), x,+x in D(R) we have (7) 
(Y,, x,)+ (.Y~, x,) in D(R’), where Y,(S) =fn(s+, x,(s)), s ER+, 
n E/Q. 
Corollary 3. Assume that a sequence of functions (fm)nGN satisjies the condition (L). 
If (X,,),,e is a sequence of strong solutions of the s.d.e. (1) with (fn)ncm instead off, 
then the implications (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 are also true. 
Obviously the appropriate corollaries are true in the cases of s.d.e. (4) and (5). 
Using the following lemma we can give examples of (fn)nt~ such that the condition 
(L) holds. 
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Lemma 1. Suppose that a sequence of jitncfions (f ) ,, nt~ satisjes the conditions (5) 
and (6). ZJ additionally for every w E R, f-( ‘, w) is continuous and 
fn(s,, w,) -+fXs, w) 
as n + +03, and (s,, w,) + (s, w) for all (s, w) [W+ x R then the condition (L) is filjlled. 
Proof. Easily follows by Lemma A (Appendix). 0 
At the end of this section we recall a simple characterization of the condition 
(U.T.) obtained in Jakubowski, Memin and Pages [12]. 
Let 2 be a semimartingale. Let h : I$+ R be a continuous function satisfying 
Ih( s 1 for x E R, h(x) = x for Ix] G 1 and h(x) = 0 for Ix/ 2 2. Consider the process 
Zh defined by 
Z”(t)=Z(t)- 1 (AZ(s)-h(AZ(s))), tER+. 
CCC, 
(8) 
The process Zh is a semimartingale and has bounded jumps. Hence it is a special 
semimartingale and can be uniquely decomposed into the sum 
Zh(t)=Bh(t)+Mh(t), teEa+, (9) 
where ( Bh( t))rGR+ is a predictable process with bounded variation and ( Mh( t)),tR+ 
is a locally square integrable martingale. 
Now, let (Z, )ntN be a sequence of semimartingales, and let ( Bk)ntN be a sequence 
of predictable processes defined in (9). 
The following proposition is proved in Jakubowski, Memin and Pages [12]. 
Proposition 1. Assume that Z,, jY Z, in D(R). Then the two following conditions are 
equivalent :
6) (Zn)ntN satisjes ( U. T), 
(ii) for every tEIW+ (Var B:(t)),,N is tight in R. 0 
Hence, as is observed in [12], every weakly convergent sequence of increasing 
processes satisfies the condition (U.T.). Similarly, every weakly convergent sequence 
of local martingales ( Mn)nGN such that sup,, E sup.~JAM,,(s)~ < -Cc0 also satisfies the 
condition (U.T.). 
3. Applications 
We give three examples of application of Theorem 1. The results are formulated 
for s.d.e. (l), but it is evident that they are also true for the s.d.e.‘s considered in 
Corollaries 1, 2 and 3. 
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3.1. Stability of solutions of s.d.e.S in the sense of uniform convergence 
Let (Xn)nt~ be a sequence of strong solutions of the s.d.e. (1). In this section we 
give sufficient conditions for the approximation of the solution X, in the sense: 
(10) 
Since X, does not necessarily have continuous trajectories, (10) is stronger than 
the convergence X,, +* X, in D(R). 
Many of the earlier papers contain conditions implying (10). For example in the 
papers of Emery [5,6] and Protter [20] discussed a stability theorem for s.d.e. (1) 
in the space of semimartingales H “. Obviously, convergence in H p induces (10). 
Therefore the conditions considered in [5], [6] and [20] also imply (10). Further, 
Protter’s paper [21] contains a uniform approximation of driving semimartingales, 
but the continuous and discontinuous parts are approximated separately. Similar 
problems have been examined recently in Mackevicius [15, 161 where stability 
theorems in the sense of the convergence of sup)X,(t) -X,(t)] in Up have been 
obtained. Let us note that in the above papers all the processes (X,,)nG~ are 
additionally assumed to be adapted to the same filtration. 
We consider the same problem once more because the conditions implying (10) 
which are contained in the earlier papers are very strong and very hard to verify. 
In view of Proposition 1 we hope that our conditions are relatively simpler than 
the ones mentioned above. 
Theorem 2. Let (Z,,)ni~ be a sequence of F,, adapted semimartingales and let ( H,,),,K 
be a sequence of F, adapted prrocesses. Assume that (Z,,)ntN satis$es the condition 
(U.T.). If (Xn)nG~ is a sequence of solutions of s.d.e. (1) and 
6) supIH,(t)-&(t)l-,O, qER+, 
tsq b 
(ii) supIZ,(t)-Z,(t)l-gO, qER+, 
tsy 
then also 
sup IX,(t) -Xm(t)l -g 0, q E LQ+. ,SLj 
Proof. By the hypotheses (i) and (ii) 
(K, Z) 2 (H,, -G) in D(@. 
Due to Theorem l(ii), 
(X,, H,,, Z,) 7 CL,, EL, Zd in D(R3). 
Now, let us note that 
AX&t)=AH,(t>+f(X,(t-))AZ&t), tER+. 
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Therefore if AX&t, o) # 0 then AH,( t, w) # 0 or A-Z&( t, w) Z 0, t E R+, w E 0. Pass- 
ing to subsequences and using Corollary C (Appendix) we finish the proof. 0 
3.2. Approximation of a solution of s.d.e. (1) 
Let X be a strong solution of the s.d.e. with 
X(t) = H(t)+ dZ(s), 
the form (l), 
tER+, (11) 
where f E IL, Z is an F adapted semimartingale and H is an F adapted process, 
only. It is well known that if 2 is a Wiener process then the solution X can be 
uniformly approximated by the solutions of a discrete s.d.e. (see e.g. Kushner [13, 
Section lo]). 
In this section we discuss such a problem without any restrictions on the semimar- 
tingale Z. In fact, we use the methods applied earlier in approximation of predictable 
characteristics in Slominski [24] and in approximation of stochastic integrals in 
Jakubowski, Memin and Pages [12]. 
Let us consider an array (( tnk)) of nonnegative numbers. For every n the sequence 
(rnk)!&u{“) forms a partition on [w+ such that 0 = t,,,< t,, <. . . , limk++oa tnk = +a. 
Assume that 
max ( tnk - tn,k_l) - 0, t E IL!+, (12) 
k = r,, ( I 1 
where r,(t) = max( k : tnk C t), t E R+. In addition for the array ((t,,k)) we define the 
sequence of summation rules (P,,),,~~, P,, :R+ + [w+ by the equality 
&(t) = max( t,& : t,& d t), t c [Wt. 
We consider the sequences (2 0 P,,),,~~, (H 0 pn)ncN which are in fact the sequences 
of discretizations of Z and H: 
z”p,(t)=Z(t,k) fortnkc t<tn,k+ly 
H”p,(t)=H(t,,,) fort,kct<tn,k+l? 
kENu{O}, ~ERJ. 
(13) 
(14) 
For every n E N both processes Z 0 p,, and H 0 p,, have bounded variation. Hence 
they are semimartingales. Therefore for every n EN there exists a solution of a 
discrete s.d.e. of the form: 
Xn(r) = H o p,(t)+ 
I 
‘.f.(X&-)) d(Z o p,)(s), (15) 
0 
tER+, n EN. Moreover the special form of H 0 p,, and Z 0 p,, implies that 
X,(O) = 0, 
X”(h) = H(h)+ 2 f(xrt(tn,i-,))(z(tn,) -z(tq-I)), i=, (16) 
Xn(t)=Xn(tnk) for tnk~t<tn,k+l~ 
for all k E N u (0). 
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Theorem 3. Let. X be a strong solution of s.d.e. (11) and let (X,,)nEN be a sequence of 
solutions of discrete s.d.e. (1.5). Then 
(9 (X,, H 0 pn, .Z 0 pn) -+ip (X, H, Z) in D(R3), 
(ii) s~p,=~JX,(t)-Xop,(t)l-+O, qER+. 
Proof. As is observed in [24], H 0 p,, -+ H, Z 0 pn +Z almost surely in D(R). 
Moreover in view of Lemma A (Appendix), 
(Hop,,Zop,)+(H,Z) almostsure1yinD(R2). (17) 
Since in view of Dellacherie, Mokobodzki’s theorem (see e.g. [3, p. 4011) the 
sequence of discrete semimartingales (Z 0 pn)niN satisfies (U.T.) it follows from 
Theorem l(ii) that the conclusion (i) is fulfilled. By Lemma A (Appendix) we also 
have 
(X, x O Pn) + (X Xl. 
Therefore the conclusion (ii) holds due to Lemma B. q 
We can deduce more. By using the sequence (Xn)ntN of solutions of the discrete 
s.d.e. (15) we can prove the existence and the uniqueness of the solution X. Therefore 
our method allows us to obtain alternative proofs of the well known theorems of 
Doleans-Dade [4] and Protter [19]. Since their proofs (via the Banach fixed point 
theorem) are very elegant and ours rather hard we do not give details here. 
3.3. Stability of solutions of symmetric (Stratonovitch) s.d.e. 
In this section we restrict our attention to semimartigales with continuous trajectories. 
Additionally we assume that f E C’, . Instead of Ito’s integral we use the notion of 
symmetric (Stratonovitch) integral (see e.g. Ikeda and Watanabe [7]). 
Let Y, Z be two semimartingales with continuous trajectories. Then the symmetric 
integral (S) 5 Y(s) dZ(s) is defined by the formula 
(S) I’ Y(s) dZ(s) = 1’ Y(s) dZ(s)+;[ Y, Z](t), te[W+ 
0 0 
We consider two s.d.e.: 
X(t) =x,+ ‘f(X(s)) dZ(s)+$ 
I 0 
X(t) =x,+(S) ‘f(X(s)) dZ(s) 
I 0 
where t E R+, X~E R. 
(18) 
(19) 
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By simple calculations we obtain 
Lemma 2. Let X, Z be two semimartingales with continuous trajectories and letf E C’, . 
Then 
(i) [f(X), Z](t) = ‘.f’(X(s)) 4X Zl(s), t E @. I 0
(ii) Zf, additionally, X satis$es (18) or (19), then 
[f(X), z](t) = 
I 
)TW~ d[Zl(s), t E R+. 0 
In view of Lemma 2, s.d.e.‘s (18) and (19) are equivalent. Since f and 8’ satisfy 
the Lipschitz condition, s.d.e. (19) has a unique strong solution X. 
By Theorem 3(ii) we have 
(20) 
where (X),H is a sequence of solutions of the discrete s.d.e. 
X,(r) = x,+ 
I 
‘AX,&)) d(Z o p,)(s)+; 
I 
‘fJ.‘(X,(s-)) 4Z~pnl(s), 
0 0 
(21) 
t E R+, n EN. Here (X,,)nEN is a sequence of discrete processes with trajectories in 
D(R). In many problems it is better to consider C(R) (the space of continuous 
mappings x: lR+-+ R with the uniform topology), instead of D(R). Therefore, 
similarly to Protter [21] and Ikeda and Watanabe [7] we consider the possibility of 
approximation of a solution X by continuous processes. 
Let (Zn)ntN be a sequence of continuous processes connected with Z as follows: 
Z,(t)=Z(f,k)+((t-fnk)l(tn,k+l-tnk))(Z(tn,k+l)-Z(tnk)) (22) 
for Ink s t<t,k+l, HEN, kENU{O}. 
Since f E C’z, and every Z,, is a process with bounded variation, there exists a 
unique strong solution of the s.d.e. of the form 
Y,(r) = xo+ 
I 
‘f.( Y,(s)) dZ,(s) 
0 
=x,,+(S) Y,,(s)) dZ,,(s), t E R+. (23) 
Obviously ( Yn)nEN is a sequence of processes with continuous trajectories. 
The following theorem (a generalization of the well known Wong, Zakai theorem) 
has been recently obtained by Protter [21]. 
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Theorem 4. Let Z be a semimartingale with continuous trajectories and let (Z,,),,EN 
be a sequence of processes dejined in (22). Assume that X is a solution of s.d.e. (19) 
and ( YnkN is a sequence of solutions of s.d.e. (23). Then 
supIY,(t)-X(t)l+,O, qER+. 
f=Sq 
The proof of Theorem 4 (alternative to Protter’s one) will be given in next section. 
Remark. Let us note that in this case the sequence (Z,,)ntN need not satisfy (U.T.). 
If e.g. 2 is a Wiener process then it is evident that (U.T.) is not satisfied. Hence it 
is possible to obtain the stability theorems for symmetric s.d.e.‘s without (U.T.). On 
the other hand a stability theorem for s.d.e. (23) with respect to Ito’s integral is not 
true here. 
4. Proofs 
4.1. Proof of Theorem 1 
To prove Theorem 1 we use a standard technique (see for example Stroock and 
Varadhan [26], or Yamada [29]). 
We divide the proof into several steps. 
1. In the first step we replace the original processes X,, and H,, by stopped processes. 
For fixed N E Iw+ we define a sequence of stopping times (T:),,=~ by 
r~=inf(t:]X,,(t)l+]H,,(t)]~NorJX,,(t-)I+]H,,(t-)l~N) 
or+oo if(***)=@, nEN. (24) 
If for simplicity we denote X,” = X,7$, Hr = H,‘:, 2,” = Z$, n EN, then X,” is a 
strong solution of the s.d.e. 
X,“(t) = H;(t)+ 
I 
‘f(X.“(s-))l(lx,“(s-)l+IH,“(s-)l< N) dZ(sL 
0 
(25) 
t E R+, or equivalently, 
X,“(t)= H;(t)+ 
I 
‘f(X.“(s-))dZ,N(s), PER+. (26) 
0 
2. In the second step we show the tightness of ((X,“, H,,, Z,,))nGN in D(R3). 
The following tightness criterion will be used. 
Proposition 2. (i) Let (Xn)neN be a sequence of processes. Assume that there exist 
three families of positive constants, (Si)itN, ((pf))i>eN, (qj)/EN where 6’+0, pi+ 0 as 
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i + +co, qj + +CO as j + +CO and for fixed i E N there exists a sequence of partitions of 
[w+ by stopping times ((OLk))nEN, 0 = a’,, < at,, . . . , limk,, alk = +a such that 
7 
lim hm P( max ( c++~ - &J > 8’) = 0, 
i-m n+m ktD:,, 
lim lim P( min (cL,k+r - (T&) s pi) = 0, 
i-m n-a3 kc D,,, 
j E N, where we denote Di, = (k: an&+, s q,), i, j, n E N. 
If additionally the following system of conditions is satisfied: 
byq IX(tNncEN is tight in R, j E N, 
lim lim P(sup IX,(t)1 3 e) = 0, e > 0, 
i+oC n+cC rss’ 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
7 
lim lim P( max sup IX,(t)-X,(alk)l~&)=O, &>O,jEN(. (31) 
i-m n+a: kt 6, &=r<u,:,~+, 
then WnLtN is tight in D(R). 
(ii) Conversely, zfa sequence of processes (Xn)ntN is weakly convergent, then there 
exist families Of constants (a’), (qj), (pi) and arrays of stopping times ((&)) such 
that the conditions (27)-(31) are fulfilled. 
Proof of Proposition 2. In the proof an essential role will be played by the notions 
of modulus o, w’ and w” considered in [2]. 
(i) Suppose that the conditions (27)-(31) are satisfied. For x E D(R), y > 0, q E IW+ 
let us define 
lx(t*)-x(hN (32) 
, t,~t,+,,O~t,~q,m=1,2,3such 
w”(x, Y, 4) = SUP min(lx(4) -4tA 
where the supremum extends over all t,,, E R’ 
that t3 - t, s y. Then 
w”(X,,pj, qj-Si)S2w(X,, i, qj) 
on the set (minkED;,,(&,&+l - &) > p;) where 
w(X,, i, qj) = max sup, IXn(t)-Xn(ank)i, 6 .i, n EN). 
ksD,,, &~~-,~.I+I 
Hence for 6’ G 1 we have 
P(w”(X,,p,,q,-l)%) 
sP(W(x,, i, qj)a &/2)+P( min (d,k+l-(Tf,k)sp~). 
k t Da,, 
Now, (28) and (31) imply that for every E > 0, every j E N, 
7 
lim lim P(w”(X,, pi, q, - 1) 3 .e) = 0. 
i+cc n-cc 
(33) 
Therefore the assumptions of Theorem 15.3 in Billingsley [2] (with D(R) instead 
of D(0, 1)) are satisfied. As a consequence (Xn)ncN is tight in D(R). 
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(ii) Now assume that X,, +% X, in D(R). We construct the arrays of stopping 
times ((~3~)) analogously to Siominski [23]. Let (S’)icN be a sequence of constants 
6’40 such that P(lAX,( t)l = S’, t E lRf) = 0, i E N. 
We define, for fixed i E N, 
’ 0, 
i 
(+nO = un,k+l =min(a~k+61,inf(t>a~k: IAX,,(t)(>S’) (34) 
where (6:) is a sequence of constants such that a’/2 s 8: s 6’ and P(AX&&, + 
6:)=0)=1, n~bJ, kENu{O}. 
For every x E D(R), y > 0, q E R’ we write 
w’(x, 7, q) = inf max w(x, [t,_, , t,[) (35) 
( r,,z ) 1 < m =s r 
where O=to<t,~~*<t,.=q, t,-_,,_,>y, rn=l,...,r and ~(x,[t,,-r,tm[)= 
SUP(lX(S) --x(t)l: s, fE [L-1, Gnu. 
By simple calculations 
w(X,, i, q)S 6’+2w’(X,, 6’, q). (36) 
Let (qj)jtN, 9j + +co, be a sequence of continuity points of X,, i.e. ( qj) c Cont X, = 
(q: P(AX,(q) = 0) = 1). Since 
lim lim P(w’(X,, 6’, qj) 2 E) = 0, F > 0, jE N, (37) 
i&m n-02 
it follows from (36) that the condition (31) is satisfied. Using Theorem 15.3 from 
[2] once more (with D(0, qj) instead of D(0, 1) we obtain the conditions (29) and 
(30). 
It is easy to see from the definitions of (((Tnk)) that for every i E N, 
(40, dl,. . .I -+ (d,,, do,,, . . .) in R”. 
2 
Hence for fixed j EN, 
7 
hm P( min (ui,k+l - 
“-02 
~7;~) & pj) c P( min (&k+l -c&k) G pj>. 
kE Q,, ke h,, 
SinceO=a&,<a&,<-*a 
a sequence (p;)j,,, b; 
and max(k: k E Ok,,) < +a~ almost surely we can choose 
+ 0 as i + +oo such that the condition (28) is fulfiiled. Therefore 
the proof is complete. 0 
Since in our theorem we consider pairs of processes ((Zf,,, Z,,))nEti, our definition 
of stopping times ((&)) is slightly different from (34). Let us denote 
u,o = ’ 0, i un,k+l =min(a~k+S;,,inf(t>a~k: lAz,(t)l+ldH,(t)l>6i)), 
i, kEN(, TIE@ where (S’), ((8;)) are two families of constants such that 6’JO, 
6’/2ss:ss’ and P(lAZoo(t)l+lAHcU(t)l=s’, t~R+)=0, P(jAZ,(c&k+6:)1+ 
IAHcn(~~,, +SjJ=O)=l, iEN, kENu{O}. 
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By Lemma A and the continuous mapping theorem (see e.g. [2]) I.&l+ 
lHnl+3 lZ,l +IfLc an d as a consequence of Proposition 2(ii), the conditions (27)- 
(3 1) are satisfied. 
Now we are ready to define new sequences of processes (Hi)nc~, (ZL),,,, HEN, 
by 
Hi(t)= H,(&) for uiI,d t<~i,~+,, 
ZL(r)=Z,(ukk) for c&G ~<gnn,k+lr 
for all i~kJ(, ngR and kENu{O}. 
Then using the continuous mapping theorem once more, 
(H,,, HL) +‘? (H,, H,) and (Z,,, Zi) +,/ (ZW, Z&) in D(R*). Moreover, Lemma B 
implies that 
suplH,(~)-H:,(~)l~~u!:IH,(~)-~b~,,l inR I5 y 
for every q E Cont &. Hence for every E > 0 and every q E Cont H, 
7 
;i: P(sup IK(t)-H’,(Ol 2 F) s P(sup I H,( r) - H,( t)l B e), 
r=q ,sy 
Finally, it follows from the inequality exactly as in (36) that 
supIH,(t)-H~(t)l1_6’+2w’(H,.,6’,q) 
1--y 
and 
lim lim ~(sup/H,(t)-H:,(t)l~&s)-O, &>O, qER+. 
i-u n+a^ ,SY 
(38) 
Observe that arguing in the same way we obtain 
lim lim P(supIZ,(t)-Zi(t)]S&)=O, 8>0, qER+. (39) 
i+m n+U 
,r-q 
In the next considerations we will show a similar property for the sequence of 
processes (Xr)nlN, 
lim lim P(sup IX,“(t) - X;j(t)la F) = 0, e > 0, q E R+, (40) L’a) n+ccI I -- q 
where by definition Xzi( t) = Xr(aLk) for pik s t < &,&+, , n, i E N, k E hi u (0). 
First, let us observe that if t E [&, &,&+r[ then by (25) we have 
(X,N(t)-X,N,r(t))2s3(H,N(t)-H,N,’(t))2 
+3 
(I 
(Ural 
J? . 
,, (f(X,N(~-))-f(Xx~-)))~(IXx~-)l 
> 
2 
+ IH,Nk)l< W dZ(s) 
+3 (I f(X,N.‘(s-))I(. . .) dZ,,(s) (41) (&.ll 
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If we apply two equalities 
f(X,N.‘(~-M~ . .I d-C(s) =f(X%;,)W,“(t) -Z,“(&)) 
and 
which are true on the interval [&, c&+,[, we obtain 
(I > 
2 
+3 (olh ,, (f(xXs-)) -f(X,N.‘(s-)))I(. . -1 dZ%l 
,, 1 
+3(f(X,“(at,))l(lX,“(~~~)l< W(Z,(t) -Z:(t)))‘. 
Hence, for every stopping time (T,, 
sup (X;(t)-X,N,i(f))2~3 sup (H,N(t)-H2i(t))2 
~<~!I t<m,, 
> 
2 
(f(X,N(s-)) -f(X;‘(s-)))I(. . .) c=:(s) 
+3(LN+]f(0)1)2 sup (Z,(t)-z:(t))‘. (42) 
Now, let us fix M E l&I+. Let us denote 
-yy = inf( t: max([Mk]( t), (Mi)( t), Var Bh,( t), IHnN( t) - H,N,‘( t)l, 
[Z,(t)-z;(t)])>M), te[W+, rlEN. 
Since the jumps of processes considered in the above definition are uniformly 
bounded, it is easy to observe that there exists K, K > 0, such that these processes 
stopped in yr are bounded by K. 
Let us fix q E lQ+. By Proposition 1, (Var Bt(q)),EN is tight in Iw. On the other 
hand, by the continuous mapping theorem Z”, +9 Zk in D([w) and hence 
(sup,,, IZ!XWICA is tight in Ilk So the inequality 
sup IM~(t)]Csup ]Zh,(t)l+Var Bh,(q) 
gives also’i;at (sup I’zi(t)l) is tight in [w. 
Now by the LengT&t type inequality proved in Rebolledo [22] (see also [14]), 
for every D, G > 0, 
P([M~](q)~G)~G~‘E(supIM~(t)l2~(D+4))+P(supIM~(t)l2~D), 
,=q tsy 
P((M:)(q) 2 G) s G-l~([~!Xq) A (D+4)) + PUf!Xq) a D). 
Therefore, the sequences ((Mi)(q))ntN, ([Mtl(q)),,EN are also tight in aB. 
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By combining the above properties with (38) and (39) we have 
7 
lim hm P(y~~q)=O, qER+. 
M-u n-m 
(43) 
In the next considerations we discuss only the processes stopped in the stopping 
time 7: A q. For simplicity we write X,“, EL:, Zt instead of X,“(. A 7; A q), 
ff,N( . * rn” A q), Z,“( .A r: * 4). 
Applying the inequality (42) we obtain 
E sup(Xr(tj-Xzi(t))* 
I c CT,, 
<3E sup(H;(r)-H;‘(t))* , < CT,, 
(I 
I 
> 
2 
+24E sup (~(X,N(S-)) -f(X?‘(s-)))I(. . .) d%(s) l<flff 0 
(I 
t 
) 
2 
+24E sup (f(X,N(s-)) -j-(X%-)))I(. . .I dM!Xs) 
l<fl?, 0 
+3(LN+(f(0)1)2E sup (Z&-Z;(t))*. 
1 cm,, 
Next, we recall that by the Doob type inequality proved in Metivier, Pellaumail [ 171, 
(I 
f 
> 
2 
E sup (f(X,N(s-)) -j-(X;%-)))I(. . .I dM!Xs) rcrr,, 0 
J m,, - s4E (f(X,N(s-)) -.I-(X,N,‘(S-)))~LC - *I d([M:l +(M!3)(s). 0 
Since f E [I, 
E sup (X,“(t) - Xzi(t))* 
1<0,, 
J (‘>V - <24L*E Var Bz(a,-) sup (Xr(u-)-X?‘(U-))’ dVar B:(s) 0 u c s VII - 
+96L2E J SU~(X,N(U-)-X(IV,~(U-))~~([M:]+(M;))(~)+E; 0 us.5 
where 
&f,=3E sup(H,N(f)-H;IN,l’(t))*+3(LN+lf(01)*E sup(Z,,(t)-Z:(t))‘. 
t<c,, t<m,, 
NOW the following version of Gronwall’s lemma proved in Mackevicius [ 161 will 
be used. 
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Lemma 3. Let Y, , Yr be two increasing processes such that EY,(a) < +a, YJco) Q K 
for some constant K, K > 0. Assume that for every stopping time w, 
UP 
EY,(a-) s E 
I 
Y,(s-) dY,(s)+e. 
0 
Then EY,(co)G .eeK. 0 
If we take 
Y1(t) = sup,Gf (X,“(s) -X,“,i(s))2, 
Y,(t)=24L2(M+2)VarBi(t)+96L2([Mi]+(Mi))(t), 
K,,,, =24L2(M+2)2+96L2(2M+32) 
then by Lemma 3 we have 
E sup (X,“(t) - Xzi( t))2 d eLeKM, 4ER+, MER+. 
f<?,:Aq 
Since limi+m lim,,, ai =0 it follows from (43) that (40) is satisfied. 
Next, we will show that the conditions (29) and (30) in Proposition 2 are satisfied 
too. 
It is clear by (25) that 
sup IX,N(t)lGsup IH,N(t)l+sup IC ‘f(X:(s-))I(. . .) dM;(s) 
tsq IJO 
II 
I 
f(X:(s-))I(. . .) d@(s) 
0 
II 
‘f.(xr(s-))I(. . .) d(Z,, -Z:)(s) . 
0 
By the arguments used previously, the three expressions on the right-hand side of 
the above inequality are tight in R. Since f E IL, 
sup 
II 
, 
f(Xr(s-))I(. . .I 4-Z -z!Xs) s (LN+lf(O)l) Var(-T -Z!Xq), 
,=q 0 
and it follows from the convergence Var(2, -Zi) + Var(Z,-Zk) in D(R) that the 
last expression is tight in R. Quite similar arguments imply (30). 
Finally, let us observe that the tightness of ((X,“, H,,, Z,,)),,EN follows from a 
suitably adjusted version of Proposition 2 with D(R3) instead of D(R). 
3. In this subsection we prove that every subsequence (n*), (n*) c (n) contains a 
subsequence (n**), (n**) c (n*) such that 
(XP, HP, ZP) + (X,, H,, Z,) in D(R3). 
9 
Let (hTi)ieN be a sequence of positive constants, N;?+co. Let us fix i E N. By the 
tightness of ((X,“l, H,,, Z,,))ntN from every subsequence (n”), (n*) c (n) we can 
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choose a further subsequence (n?), (nf) c (n*) such that 
C-Q, W,T, Z,,;) -+ ( Y, H, Z) in WJ’), 
9 
where d;p( H, Z) = 9( H,, Z,,). 
Next we will use the main result of Jakubowski, Memin and Pages [12]. 
Proposition 3. Let ( Y2,),,N be a sequence qf F, adapted semimartingales satisfying 
the condition ( U. T.). If ( Yf),,N, ( YL),,N are two sequences of F,, adapted processes 
such that 
(Y,O, Yt, Y’,)+ ( Y”, Y’, Y’) in D(R3), 
!3 
then there exists a probability space (fin, g, p), a jiltration F and processes To, ii’, 
Y2 adapted to F such that Y2 
- - 
is the semimartingale on (fin, 9, P), with 
2?( Y “, Y’, Y’) = 2’( Y”, Y’, Y’) and 
(Yen, YL,[ YA(s-) dY’(s)) ; ( Y’, F’, 1 Y’(s-) d p’(s)) in D(R”). 
Moreover, we can take fi = D(R3), g= p(D(R’)) (the u-algebra of Bore1 subsets of 
D(W)), P = 2q Y”, Y’, Y’), 
and 
F(t) = n 4 yw, Y~L y*w): (~0, yl, ~2) E ~0, s s 4 
U>f 
Y”(Y”,Y’,Y=)(f)=y”(t), Y’(Y”,Y’,Y*)(t)=Y’(t), Y2(Yo,Y’,Y2)(t)=Y2(t) 
for every t E [Wt. q 
- - 
In our paper we define (fin, 9, P), F analogously to the above with (Y, H, Z) 
instead of ( Y”, Y’, Y’). 
Then 
- - 
where Z is an P adapted semimartingale on (0, 9, P). In view of Lemma 11.1.2 
of Stroock and Varadhan [26] there exists M, N, - 1 <MS N, such that 
inf(t: Iii(t)l+l~(t)J>M or Ifi(t-)l+Ip(t--)I> M)=inf(t: jfi(t)l+ly(t)ls M or 
Il?(t-)[+I ?(t-)I 2 M) almost surely. 
Then by the continuous mapping theorem and by Corollary D (Appendix), 
(Xn?, H,$, Unr, Zny) --+ ( FM, H”, 0, Z) in D(R4), 
9 
where U,,;, l? are defined as follows: 
U&s) =f(x,~(s))~(lX,~(s)l+IH~(s)l<M), 
U(s) =f( F”(s))Z(l ~“(s)l+lfi”‘(s)j < M) 
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for every s E lQ+, and the processes y, fi are stopped in 
7 -“=inf(t:[R(t)j+IY(t)l~M or lfi(1--)1+1F(t-)l?=M). 
It is clear by the arguments from the proof of Proposition 3 that 
Hence, Lemma B and the continuous mapping theorem used once more induce the 
convergence 
sup X;(t) - H%(t) - 
I 
‘f(X$(s-))I(. * .) dZ,(s) 
tSq 0 
--, sup Y”(t)-ti”(t)- ‘.f.(P’++))I(. * a) dZ(s) 
9 ,<q I 0 
for q E Cont YM n Cont KIM n Cont Z. 
As a consequence, 
%‘“(t)=fi”(t)+ ff(?“(~-))I(...)dZ(s), 
I 
PER+, 
0 
or equivalently, 
Y”(t)=flM(t)+ &“(s-)) dZ”(s), CER+. 
I 0 
- - 
On the other hand, on (fi, 9, P) there exists a strong solution X such that 
X(t)=@t)+ ‘j-(x(~)) dZ(s), PER+. 
I 0 
By simple calculations y(t) = X(t) for t s ‘TM and as a consequence TM = 
inf(t: IT?(t)l+lI?(t)l~M or IX(t-)l+jH(t-)laM) and p”“=X”. 
On the other hand, since .2’(I?, Z) = 2Y(H,, Z,) it follows by standard argu- 
ments that 2(X, I?, Z) = 2(X-, H,, Z,) and 2(X7”, g, Z) = 2(X,“, H,, Zm). 
Therefore, 
Next, by the tightness of ((XN2 Hn:, n: 3 Z,:)) in D(R3), there exists a subsequence 
(nz), (nz) c (n:) such that 
(Xr;, H,:, Z,,;) + (Y’, H’, Z’) in D(R3), 
9 
where ,ie( H’, Z’) = 2( H,, Z,). By exactly the same arguments there exists M’, 
M’>M, N,-l<M’~N,forwhich 
(X2’, Z-k;, Z,,T) 2 (Xm”‘, H,, .G) in W!3). 
Moreover, by the diagonal procedure we can choose a subsequence (.**) such that 
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there exists a sequence of constants ( Mk)kGN, MkT+~ and 
(44) 
for every kERJ(. 
Finally, we recall that r? =inf(t: IX,,(t)l+lH,,(t)Jb Mk or JX,,(t-)I+IH,,(t-)I2 
MK). In order to finish the proof it is sufficient to show that 
7 
lim hm P(7y G q) = 0, q E R+. (45) 
k+cc n-m 
Let q E Cont X, n Cont H, 
Since 
= P(sup ((X,“l+l(t)(+IH,“I+l(t)l) 2 Mk), 
1s;4 
it follows from the convergence 
that 
7 
Iim P(7Y S 
n + OF 
q) G P(sup (IHfnMh+l(t)l +IX,“l+l(t)l) 2 Mk) 
,SCj 
= P(sup (IHm(t)l +IUt)l>‘- Mk). 
rsq 
Hence (45) holds and hmk_,lim,,, P(suP,,~ IX,(t)-X,“l(t)(z~)=O for all 
&>O, qe(W+. 
Therefore the proof of the implication (i) in Theorem 1 is complete. 
4. Next we aim at proving the implication (ii). 
Let us assume that Q is another probability measure on (0, 93, absolutely 
continuous with respect to the measure P, i.e. Q K P It is well known that if 2 is 
a semimartingale on (0, 9, P) then also Z is a semimartingale on (0,9, Q) (see 
e.g. [31). 
Here we can obtain more. 
Lemma 4. Let (Z,,)ntN be a sequence of semimartingales on (a, 9, P) satisfying the 
condition (U.T.). If Q < P and the density of Q with respect to P is bounded, then 
(Z,,)ntN is a sequence of semimartingales on (0, 9, Q) such that the condition (U. T.) 
holds too. 
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Proof of lemma. Let (( Yz)) be a family of processes as in definition of condition 
(U.T.). Assume that (( Y:(t))) is tight. Then for every F > 0 there exists N > 0 such 
that 
sup P(I YE(t)\ > N) < e. 
n.a 
Since on the space (0, 9, Q) the discrete processes in the condition (U.T.) are 
exactly the same (with respect to probability Q) we have 
dQ 
<sup dp &. I I 
0 
Now, let us fix BEG, P(B)>O. We define Q,(A)=P(AIB) for every AE~. 
Obviously Qe < P and (dQ,/dP) = I(B)/P(B). 
Let (If,,),En, (Z,,)ni~ be two sequences of processes satisfying the assumptions 
of Theorem l(ii). Then (Zn)nt~ is a sequence of semimartingales on (0, 9, Qe) for 
which the condition (U.T.) is fulfilled. Moreover the stochastic inttegral 
Jf(X,,(s-)) dZ,,(s) calculated with respect to P is, for QB-almost all o E 0, equal 
to the integral calculated with respect to QB. 
Therefore, 
(KI, Zn) - (&, Z,) in D(R*), 
%(QR) 
X,,(t) = H,,(t)+ ‘f(X,,(s-)) dZ,,(s), t~aB+, Q,-almost surely. 
I 0 
As a consequence, by Theorem l(i), 
(X,, K, Z,) - (X,, &, Z,) in D(R3). 
%(Qn) 
Hence for all bounded, continuous mappings @ : D(R3) + IR, 
lim 
I 
@(X,, H,, Z,) dQs = n-m R I 
@(Xo, Ka, Zo) dQs 
f2 
or, equivalently, 
@(X,, K, Z,) dP = @(X,, HE, Z,) dI? 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
Since (49) is fulfilled for all BE 9, P(B)>0 and for all bounded continuous 
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mappings @ : D(R3) -+ R, it is easy to observe that in fact 
(X,, If,, -Cl -+ (Xm, k, ZJ in D(R3). 0 
9 
4.2. Proof of Corollary 1 
First let us note that the sequence (Mn)ntN satisfies the condition (U.T.) by Proposi- 
tion 1. 
Since 
jY~(t)j~VarB,(t), tER+,nEN, 
where Yz is a discrete process used in the condition (U.T.) the sequence (B,),,N 
also satisfies (U.T.). 
Let us denote 
FnO = ’ 0, 
I&+~ = min( f_& + SL, inf( 1> uLk : lA~,(~)l+l~~n(f)l+IA~n(~)l>~‘), 
HEN, HEN, n~ti, where (S’), ((6:)) are two families of constants such that S’&O, 
6’/2~6;~6’ and 
P(JAH,(t)l+IAB,(t)l+IAM,(t)l=6’, t~R+)=0, HEN, 
P(IA&(d,~ +~;)~+IAM,(~T~,,,+~~)~+IAB~((T~,~‘C~;~)~ =0) = 1. 
Then it is sufficient to use arguments quite similar to those in the proof of 
Theorem 1. 0 
4.3. Proof of Corollary 2 
Let us observe that by Theorem 1.8 in Jacod [9] under the condition (U.T.) we have 
the convergence 
Now, we complete the proof arguing in the same way as above. 0 
4.4. Proof of Corollary 3 
The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 1. Some additional arguments 
are necessary in Step 2 only. Let us return to the estimation (41). In our case we 
have to prove 
7 
lim hm P max fn(s, X,N.‘(s-))I(+ . .) dZ,,(s) 2 E =O, 
i-CC n-m k I > 
tsy 
qER+, &>O. (50) 
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Since for & < t < d,k+, , t s 4, 
+ IJ (fn(s, X,N(&)-fn(dtc+, X%iJ)) d-C(s) (~,i,,l ,1 
x(L~+suPIf,(t,O)I)IZ"(t)-Z,(~~,)l 
rsq 
II 
t 
+2 sup Y;(s)I(. - .) dZ,,(s) 
t=q 0 
where Y:(s) =f”(s, X,“(&)) --fn(&+, Xt(&)) for alk < s c u:,~+, , n, i E N, k E 
N u {0}, so by (39) it is sufficient to prove 
( 15 
f 
lim lim P sup Y:(s)Z(. . .) dZ,,(s) 3 E =0 
i+o3 n-100 rsq 0 I ) 
(51) 
for every q E R+. 
In order to obtain (51), first observe that by the basic properties of convergence 
in the Skorokhod topology J, , 
fn(%> %)-.L(tn+,%)+O 
as n + +CO and (s,, w,) + (s, w) for all (s, w) E [w+ x R, s, - t, < S,, 6,&O. 
Hence, as a consequence, 
7 
lim lim sup sup If,(%W)--S,(t+,W)I=0, NEY 4ER+, 
SJO n-m Iwl”N I~-fl<Zi 
osr<ssq 
and 
7 
limlimP(sup(Y’,(s)~(~**))~~)=O, E>O, qER+. 
i+m n+cc t=q 
Therefore we need the following useful lemma. 
Lemma 5. Suppose that a sequence (Zn)ntN of F,, adapted semimartingales satisfies 
the condition (U.T.) and is tight in D(R). Zf ( Y,,),,N is a sequence of F, predictable 
processes such that 
lim hm P(sup 1 Yi( t)l a e) =O, e > 0, q E R+, (52) 
i-m n-tm r==q 
then 
=O, E>O, qER+. 
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Proof of lemma. It is clear that we may assume the convergence 2, +9 Z, in D(R). 
By the arguments from the proof of Theorem 1, Zi +9 Zk, Var(Z, - 
Z”,) +9 Var(Z,-Z&) in D(R) and the sequences (Var Bh,(s)),EM, ((ME)(q))nsMare 
tight in Iw for every 9 E [w+. 
Since 
Y;(s) d(Z, -Z:)(s) 
+ sup 
,=q II 
I 
Y:(s) d@(s) +sup 
0 I Ii 
f 
Y’,(s) dMh,(s) 
r=q 0 
ssup( YL(s)lVar(Z,-Z:)(q)+ sup (YL(s)IVar Bh,(q) ,sq t-f) 
IJ f + sup Y,(s) dM:(s) f=q cl 
it follows by (52) that it is sufficient to prove the convergence 
( IJ I 7 lim hm P sup Y’,(s) dMh,(s) > E I > =o, &>O, qER+. i+cnntcc 1s-q 0 
By the inequality of Rebolledo [22], for every G, D > 0, f 2 
P sup 
( 15 Y;(s) d@(s) 2 G rsq 0 I 1 
<4G-‘E (( Jq (Y’,(s))’ dW~)(a)) A D  
0 
+P (I ' (Y~(s))‘d(M~)(s)~ D . 0 ) 
The obvious inequality 5: ( Y:(s))~ d(Mh,>(s)ssup,,, ) Y,(s)j”(Mh,>(q) completes 
the proof of the lemma. 0 
As a consequence the conditions (51) and (50) are fulfilled and the proof of 
Corollary 3 is completed. 0 
4.5. Proof of Theorem 4 
Let (WntN be a sequence of solutions of s.d.e. (21). In view of (20) it is sufficient 
to check 
(53) 
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Obviously, for every n EN and every t E lR+, 
I 
P,,(f) P,,(O 
f( Y,(s)) d-C(s) = (f( Y,(s)) -f( Yn o pn(s-))) d.&(s) 
0 J 0 
P,,(r) 
t J f( Yn 0 pn(S-))d(Z o P,)(S). 0 
Next, using Ito’s formula for processes with bounded variation we get 
J 
P,,(I) 
t.0 Y,(s)) -f( Yn o pn(s-1)) d-C(s) o 
= 
?’ J U-C Y,(s) -f( Yn(fn,k-1))) d.%(s  k=’ (f,t,~-~.c,~l 
= k;, ((z(f,k)-Z(t,k-,))/(t,k - h,k&d2 
X 
J J 
3-Y Y,(u)> du ds 
(b,.k-,,Lhl (h,,A-lr~l 
for every nEkJ, every tER+. 
Since 
J 
P,,(l) 
2-l .8’( Y, o P,(s-)) d[Z o P,I(s) 
0 
T,,(f) 
= k;, ((z(t,k)-Z(t,k-,))/(t,k - h,kbd2 
it follows by the convergence 
max sup 1 yn(t) - Yn(tn,k-l)( 2 0, 4 E R+, 
ksr,,(q) c,,~~,==f<l,,l. 
that 
IJ P,,(O SUP (f( Y,(s)) -f( Y, 0 P,(s-)I> d-C(s) r=q 0 
J 
P,f(f) 
-2-l 8-Y Yn o rs(s-))d[Z 0 AI(S) * 0, 
0 B 
(54) 
(55) 
for every qER+. 
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Assume that the semimartingale considered above is of the form Z = M + B, where 
M and B are a locally square integrable martingale and a process with bounded 
variation, respectively. Then for every M > 0 there exists a sequence of stopping 
times (Y:)~=~ such that 
lim lim P(y,M<q)=O, qER+, 
M+a, n+-u 
and stopped processes [M 0 p,]‘:, (M 0 P,,)~:, Var B 0 p$f, [Z 0 p,,lyy are bounded 
by some constant KM, for every M > 0. 
For every N E R+, n EN we denote 
r,N=inf(t: IX,(f)l+lY,op,,(t)l~N). 
In the sequel we consider the processes stopped at the stopping times Q-X A ry A q, 
only. 
For every stopping time c,,, we have 
E SUP IX(t)- yn o b%AM 
l<osy 
ll 
I 2 
<3E sup (f(X,(s-)) -f( Y, a P,(s-))) d(Z o P,,)(S) 
rrrr,, 0 
where 
+$E sup 
15 
’ W’(X(s-)I -8-Y Yn o pn(s-))) d[Z o pnl(s) 2+3~,, 
I<(,,, 0 
E, = E sup 
f ‘. w,, II 
P,,(l) 
(f( Y,(s)) -f( Yn o Pi)) d&(s) 
0 
-2-1 
I 
P,,(l) 
.#-‘( Y,, o P,,(s-)I d[Z o p,,l(s) ‘> 
0 
en --$ 0 (by (55)). 
Therefore, by exactly the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 1, 
htitP( sup IX,(t)-Y,*op,(t)l~&)=O, &>O, qejW+. 
f -s 7,:: ny 
Since lim,,, lim,,, P(7,N s q) = 0, q E R+, it is clear by (54) that the proof is 
complete. 0 
5. Appendix 
In this section we consider in detail the basic properties of the convergence in 
D(R2). It is evident that exactly the same properties of the convergence in D(R’), 
k > 2, are also true. 
The equivalences given below can be easily obbtained from Proposition 29.2 of 
[l] (see also [ 10, Chap. VI.21). 
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Lemma A. Assume that x,+x, in D(R) and y, +y, in D(R). 7’he following three 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) (A, yn) + C-h, Y,) in Wf2L 
(b) for every t E [W+ there exists a sequence ( t,,)nSN t, + t such that x,( t,) + x,( t), 
x,(t,-)+xa(t-), y,(tn)+yyoo(t) andy,(t,-)+y,(t-), 
(c) x,+y,+x,+y, in D(R), 
(d) IXI+~Y,I+IX~~+IY~~ in D(R). •I 
Let us denote by X’ the element x stopped at t E Iw+ i.e. 
x’(s) = 1 x(s), s< t, x(t), sz t. 
By Lemma A we can obtain the following result. 
Lemma B. Suppose that (xn,yn)+ (x,,y,) in D(R2). Then 
(a) for every q E IW+ a continuity point of x, and yoo andfor every sequence (qn)nEN, 
qn + 42 
sup I-%(t)-Yn(t)l + sup Ih3(t) -Ym(t)l, (56) 
r=q,, 1s-q 
(x?, yn) - (x2, youI in DW2), (57) 
(b) for every q E IQ+, a discontinuity point of x, or y, and for all sequences (u,),,~, 
(W,),EN, u,-$q,w,~q,~~<q~~w~,nE~,where(q,),,,,q,-,qisde~nedinLemma 
A(b): 
sup IXn(t)-Yn(t)l - sup Ixdt> -Ym(t)l, 
,GW,, ,==y 
sup Ixn(t)-vn(t)l - sup Ixco(t-)-Yy,(t-)l, 
ISU,> trq 
(~2, yn) += (~2, VA in NR2). 0 
(58) 
(59) 
Lemma C. Assume that (x,, yn) +(x,, yW) in D(R2) and suplGq [y,(t)-y,(t)(+O, 
qER+. IfAx,(t)#O+Ay,(t)#O, then 
SUp~Xn(t)-Xao(t)l~O, qER+. 
*=q 
Proof. Observe that it is enough to show 
x,(%--x,(%) - 0 (60) 
for all sequences (vn)nEN, v, + t, t E R+. 
First assume that t is a continuity point of x,. Then by the nature of Skorokhod 
convergence x,(v,) + x,( t). Since in this case x&v,) + x,( t) the property (60) is 
obvious. 
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Now suppose that Ax,(t) Z 0. Then by the hypothesis Ay,( t) # 0 also. Let (u,*) 
be a subsequence of (v,) satisfying u ,,* 2 t,* and let (u,**) be another subsequence 
for which v,** < t,,**, where ( t, )nEN is defined in Lemma A(b). Then y,*( u,*) + y& t), 
and y,.*(u,.*) +y,,(t-). Since we have, in fact, uniform convergence of yn to y,, 
so y,,( 0,) -y-J u,) + 0. Combining the above properties we get y&v,*) + y&t), 
yY(Zln**)+Ycn(t-). 
Hence for almost all n* and n”“, 
V,*Z t and v,** < t. (61) 
On the other hand, by (61) x,(v,,*) + x,(t) and x,( v,,**) -+ x,( t-). Now, arguing 
exactly in the same way as for the sequence ( Y,,),,~~, we obtain X&U,*) + x,(t) and 
x,&u,,**) + x,( t-). Therefore the conclusion (61) is obtained. 0 
Corollary C. Assume that (x,,y,, z,)+(x,,y,, z,) in D(R”) and SUP,~~ Iy,,(t)- 
ym(t)( +o, q E [w+, SUP,,q Izn(t) - zm(f)l+ 0, 9 E lfz+. o- 
Ax,(t)#O + Ay,(t)#O or Az,(t)ZO 
then 
sup~Xn(f)-XCo(t)~~O, qER+. q 
,Sq 
Lemma D. Suppose that (x,, y,,) + (x,, ym) in D(R’). Zf we denote 
t,” = inf( t: Ixn( t) 2 N or 1x,( t--)1 2 N), 
t,“’ =inf(t: Ix,(t)l> N or Ix,(t-_)> N) 
for some N > 0, n E kl then under the assumptions t,” = t,“‘, x,( t,“-) # N we have 
(a) (xc, yn) + Cd, yK) in WR2), 
(b) (xy, y,) ---z (~2, y,) in II( 
Proof. We start with the proof of the conclusion (a). For simplicity we write x,” 
instead of xi:, n ER. By Lemma B it is sufficient to show that 
t,“* t,N, (62) 
if t,” is a discontinuity point of x, and ( tn)ncN is defined in Lemma 
A(b), then for almost all n, tr 2 t,. (63) 
Let us fix E > 0 and let t, , t2 be two continuity points of x, for which t, < t,” < t, 
and t2 - 1, < E. By hypothesis and by Lemma B, 
and 
sup Ix,,( t)l + sup 1x,( t)l = N, < N s sup Ix& t)l = N,, 
f%l, 1G I, 1st: 
sup Ix,,(t) + sup Ix,(t)\ = Nz> N,a N. 
fc-f* IS 12 
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Assume that tz < t, for countably many n”. Then we have the contradiction that 
N s sup I&*(t)] C sup 1x,*( t)l + N, < Iv. 
f s t ,;” ,=1, 
As a consequence, t, G t,” for almost all n EN. 
On the other hand, suppose that ?$I> t2 for countably many n**. Then 
N 2 sup Ix,& t-)1 2 sup I+*( t)l + N2> N. 
‘v ,<-t,,** ,=G 12 
Therefore, t, c t,” G tz for almost all n E N. Since we can take F > 0 arbitrarily small, 
the conclusion (62) follows. 
Now assume that t,” is a discontinuity point of x, and for countably many n”, 
t:* < t,.. By Lemma B it is clear that 
Ns sup Ixn*(t)l ---z sup 1x,( t-)1 < N. 
1s1,: * Et: 
Hence (63) is satisfied. It is easy to see that for (trt),,tN the proof is exactly the 
same as for ( tnN)nEM. 0 
An alternative proof of Lemma D (part (a)) can be found in Jacod and Shiryayev’s 
book [lo, Proposition 2.121. 
Corollary D. Suppose that (x,,y,, z,)+ (x,,y,, z,) in D(R3). If we denote 
t,N=inf(t: Ix,(t)l+Iy,,(t)la N or Ix,(t-)l+ly,,(t-)I> N), t,N+=inf(t: Ix,(t)l+ 
I~n(t)l> N or Ix,(t-)l+lvn(t-)I> N), k,(t)=~(lx&)l+Iv,&)l<N), no& PER+, 
then under the assumptions t$’ = tc and x,( tz-) # N we have 
(x,“,knN,ynN,z,)‘(x,N,kocN,y,N,zco) in D(R4) 
and 
(x,“+,knN,ynN+,z,)~(x,N,k,N,y,N,z,) in D(R4) 
where the elements x,, k, ; yn are stopped at t,” and t?‘, respectively. 0 
It is clear that for fixed x, E D(R) there exists only countably many N > 0 such 
that t,” # t,“’ or x,( t,” -) = N. Hence the above notion seems to be very useful. 
In fact we cannot omit the assumptions tz = tg’, x,( t,“-) # N. 
Example 1. Assume that 
x,(t)=(l-nn-‘)l(lGt<2)+(1-n-‘)1(3~t<4), 
x,(t)=I(l<t<2)+1(3st<4), N=l. 
Then ti = +CO, tk = 1, tz = +CO and we have x, = xi, x, # XL. Since x, +x, in 
D(R) it is obvious that x!,%x&. 
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Example 2. Consider x, and x, defined respectively by 
X,(t)=(l+n-‘)tl(O~t<l)+2z(1~t), 
x,(t)=t1(0~t<1)+21(1~r), N=l. 
In this case t; = tz = 1 and x,(t&)=l. Then x,(tt)=l, x&t;)=2 and as a 
consequence xt, 74 x& in D(R). 
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